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World Patent Marketing Invention Team Offers An Innovative Travel App
Invention, The E-Car Trip Planner Gives Drivers The Fastest, Traffic-Free
Routes

World Patent Marketing Reviews A New App Invention. Will E-Car Trip Planner Be the Next
World Patent Marketing Low Cost Success Story?

Miami, FL (PRWEB) July 04, 2016 -- World Patent Marketing, a vertically integrated manufacturer and
engineer of patented products, announces the E-Car Trip Planner, an application invention designed to provide
the best travel routes while on the road.

"The Automated Guided Vehicle Manufacturing industry makes $199 million a year," says Scott Cooper, CEO
and Creative Director of World Patent Marketing. "Industry revenue is projected to climb at an annualized rate
of 8.3%."

“One of the most concerning issues while on the road is to have to deal with daily traffic,” says Jerry Shapiro,
Director of Manufacturing and World Patent Marketing Inventions. “From vehicular accidents to road blocks
due to road-related construction, this can cause people to get really stressed out while being stuck in traffic. The
E-Car Trip Planner is an application invention that allows people to create the most efficient routes and avoid
all the causes of traffic.”

The E-Car Trip Planner is an application invention designed to provide an efficient route planning method for
motorists. It allows users to plan out their routes by being able to combining location with other important data
such as real-time traffic. While many electronic devices such as GPS system merely provide multiple route
options, this invention goes one step further and takes in other essential factors which results in the most
efficient travel route. What is amazing about E-Car Trip Planner is that it is capable of being implemented with
the use of various popular mobile devices and will function with the use of wireless connectivity.

“The E-Car Trip Planner will definitely provide a whole lot of help to motorists,” says inventor Reginald P.
“This application invention is specially designed not only prevents users from getting lost while travelling from
one location to another, it helps them avoid any congested roads and other traffic-causing incidents.”

Mark Wallace, a personal driver from Los Angeles, California, has this to say about the E-Car Trip Planner:
“My clients are very high maintenance when it comes to getting to their meetings on time. That is why I rely on
the E-Car Trip Planner to help me plan the most efficient routes without getting lost and most particularly,
without getting stuck in terrible L.A. traffic.”

The E-Car Trip Planner is an application invention that will provide the most efficient and convenient way of
planning routes anywhere. With this device, one is now able to get to their desired destination without
experiencing the stress caused by traffic and getting lost.

ABOUT WORLD PATENT MARKETING

World Patent Marketing is an innovation incubator and manufacturer of patented products for inventors and
entrepreneurs. The company is broken into eight operating divisions: Research, Patents, Prototyping,
Manufacturing, Retail, Web & Apps, Social Media and Capital Ventures.
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As a leader in patent invention services, World Patent Marketing is by your side every step of the way, utilizing
our capital and experience to protect, prepare, and manufacture your new product idea and get it out to the
market. Get a patent with World Patent Marketing and the company will send representatives to trade shows
every month in order to further advocate for its clients. It is just part of the world patent marketing cost of doing
business.

World Patent Marketing Reviews enjoy an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau and five star ratings from
consumer review sites including: Consumer Affairs, Google, Trustpilot, Customer Lobby, Reseller Ratings,
Yelp and My3Cents.

World Patent Marketing is also a proud member of the National Association of Manufacturers, Duns and
Bradstreet, the US Chamber of Commerce, the South Florida Chamber of Commerce, the Greater Miami
Chamber of Commerce, Association for Manufacturing Excellence, and the New York Inventor Exchange.

Like the World Patent Marketing facebook page, and add us on Twitter and YouTube. You may also contact us
at (888) 926-8174.
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Contact Information
Bill Flanagan
World Patent Marketing
http://www.worldpatentmarketing.com
+1 6465643919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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